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1-22. sorularda, boş bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen kelime ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. 	I've made an appointment for 10 o'clock, but we can change it if it is not ...... for you.

	A) 	appropriate 	B) reluctant 
	C) wise 	D) convertible
	E) sufficient




2. 	As a general rule, the reliance on drugs or medications should be reduced gradually rather than ................ .

	A) 	for a while 	B) at the most 
	C)	all at once	D) meanwhile 
	E) in progress



3. 	We all hope that efforts to improve the environment will ...... have a positive effect.

A) simultaneously 	B) barely
C) conversely 	D) voluntarily 
E) ultimately


4. 	According to experts, many of the chemicals used in conventional waste treatment ........ add to the pollution of the water supply.

A) accurately 	B) suitably 
C) daringly 	D actually
E) considerately



5. 	His maths professor encouraged Jack to go to graduate school; .... he nominated him for a graduate scholarship.

A) otherwise 	B) however
C) in contrast 	D) similarly 
E) moreover



6. 	Many husbands are still reluctant to do their share of household chores ........... their wives have full-time jobs.

A) therefore 	B) despite
C) nevertheless 	D)  even though
E) in case


7. 	As our train was not .......... leave for another hour, we had plenty of time to spare.

A) in order to 	B) owing to 
	C) due to 	D) so as to
E) in addition to



8. 	In Chad, ......... there are 200 distinct ethnic groups, more than 100 different languages and dialects are spoken.

	A) which 	B) when 
	C) whom 	D) where 
	E) that



9. 	Toothbrushes, then made of horse-hair and thus a bit rough, .…......around the 18th    century.

A) had been devising 	B) were devised 
C) devised 	D) will be devised 
E) have devised




10. 	The doctor ............... around fifty patients by the time his night-shift ....... over.

A) examined / had been 	
B) will examine / has been 
C) has examined / will be
D) was examining / would be 
E) had examined / was




11. 	After defects ...... in eighty per cent of the first batch, the production line ........ down to investigate the fault. 

A) were found / used to close
B) found / needed to close
C) had been found / had to be closed 
D) have found / will be closing
	E) found / ought to have been closed



12. 	There's no point in calling her down to watch the film as I'm certain she ................ her homework yet.

A) won't have finished 	B) hadn't finished
C) isn't finished 	D) doesn't finish 
E) didn't finish
13. 	Written work .............. the students with tangible evidence that they ........ progress in the language.

A) is provided / have made 	
B) will provide / are made
C) would provide / had been made 
D) had provided / have been making 
E) provides / are making




14. 	Aerosol spray cans ............. as convenient packages since they ........ in the early 1950s.

A) were used / introduced
B) had been using / had introduced 
C)  have been used / were introduced 
D) 	will use / have been introduced 
E) 	are used / will be introduced




15.	Fluoride ..... to most toothpastes in the 1960s after research ...... its effect on reducing tooth decay. 

A)	was added / showed
B) has been added / has shown 
C) would have added / had shown 
D) had added / was shown
E) would be added / was showing






16. 	When the insurance company agreed to meet our claim in full, we .... the case to court. 

A) 	must not have taken
B) 	needn't take
C) 	don't have to take 
D) didn't need to take
E) can't have taken




17. 	Deaths ........... ... common diseases may begin ...... inadequate diet brought about by degraded land.

A) 	with / for 	B) from / with
C) 	out of / within 	D) through / about 
E) 	in / out of

18. 	Fruits lose their vitamin content to a marked degree ........ storage.

	A) when 	B) while 	
	C) besides 	D) as though 
	E) during







19. 	The soil, in which plants grow naturally, is a complex mixture which contains mineral substances ........... sand, clay and lime, as well as organic substances.

A) both 	B) 	not only 
C) as 	D)	such as 
E) just






20-	To keep indoor plants in good condition,...... warmth ……... humidity are needed, the latter being particularly difficult to achieve in a living room.

A) neither / nor 	B) both / and
C) either / or 	D) whether/ or 
E) such / as





21.	You need to find out what qualifications are necessary before you …………… your application form for a job.

	A)	hand in	B)	hand out
	C)	hand on	D)	hand up
	E)	hand over






22.	Why don’t you ______ your coat ______ and sit down for a few minutes?

	A) 	put / off	B) 	take / off	
	C) 	take / away	D) 	put / down
	E)	put / out

23. -27. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

A newborn panda is a tiny, helpless little creature. It (23) ……. a little pink pig, and its eyes remain closed for three to four weeks. Pandas develop fairly slowly, compared  to most animals. The babies are completely (24) ………. on their mothers for a long time. In fact, they don't even begin to walk until they are about five months old. The only food they eat for at least a year is their mother's milk. That doesn't stop them from (25) …….., however. Pandas may weigh over 55 pounds by the time they are a year old. Around that time, the young panda begins to eat bamboo, (26) ………. its mother. This may not seem like a fattening food, but young panda bears gain weight quickly on this diet. (27) …… it is a year and a half old, a panda bear may weigh over 100 pounds.


 
23-
	A)	looks like	B)	looks after
	C)	looks into	D)	looks up
	E)	looks through




24-	
	A)	compulsory	B)	dependent
	C)	productive	D)	permanent
	E)	temporary




25-
	A)	grow	B)	grew
	C)	grown	D)	growing
	E)	to grow 





26-	
	A)	as	B)	such
	C)	like	D)	so
	E)	too




27-
	A)	By	B)	By the time
	C)	While	D)	Because
	E)	Since


28. -32. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

If you have too much noise in your life, an American company has a special product for you! This product is a machine (28) …… can eliminate sound waves from the air.  Machines like this are already in use in some very noisy factories. Soon there will be models for use in large trucks. (29) …… another model, the "personal quieting machine," is designed for use in homes or offices. It will be able to (30) …… all kinds of unpleasant background noises, including street and airplane traffic. A quieter environment in the home could (31) …….. reduced stress and improved mental and physical health. A quieter office could allow greater (32) ……. and job satisfaction.




28-
	A)	who	B)	that
	C)	of which	D)	whose
	E)	------------





29-
	A)	Although	B)	But
	C)	Yet	D)	Moreover
	E)	In addition to






30-
	A)	increase	B)	improve
	C)	last	D)	eliminate
	E)	accelerate




31-
	A)	mean 	B)	say
	C)	notice	D)	report
	E)	suggest




32-
	A)	produce	B)	product
	C)	productivity	D)	production
	E)	productive

33-42. sorularda,  yarım bırakılan cümleyi uygun şekilde tamamlayan ifadeyi bulunuz.

33.	According to popular belief, at the moment a person is about to die, ........................... .

A) 	his family all gathered at his bedside
B) 	it was in his power to pull himself back from death
C) 	the vultures were circling ominously overhead D) 	his final words have clarified his will
E)	his entire life will flash before his eyes







34. 	Only a few of the students could have passed the exam ............... .

A) 	when the results were finally made public
B) 	even if they found it a lot harder
C) 	despite not having studied sufficiently over the year
D) 	if the questions had been as difficult as claimed
E) 	because they won't be given enough revision time






35. 	Since the manager was rather inefficient, .......... 

A) 	the staff trusted him to get the best results
B) 	there was a dramatic decrease in the firm's sales
C) 	he's been awarded a prize for productivity 
D) 	he successfully put his plan into operation
E) 	the company's fortunes had improved overnight







36. 	................ no matter how great the provocation.

A) 	She has the worst moods of anyone I know
B) 	You should really have told her exactly what you thought
C) 	I really wonder how he manages to keep his 
	 temper
D) 	His attitude to us never ceases to amaze me
E) 	They are constantly finding something to quarrel about
37. 	Someone from the senior staff thinks...............

A) 	if productivity doesn't grow during the next few months
B) 	how can they change the current award system
C) 	whether the blame can be shared equally or not D) 	giving a reception in honour of his retirement
E)	that a number of redundancies are inevitable under the circumstances




38. 	............... , nobody in his neighbourhood was entirely convinced.

A) 	Having spent many hours trying to persuade them
B)	Although the evidence clearly proved his innocence
C) 	Besides the mayor's proposal to reconstruct the area
D) 	During the discussions which are to be held by local residents
E)	After he's told them all the details of his plan. 





39.	 .............. as you are drawn into the unknown.

A) 	Wildlife documentaries bring distant lands into our homes.
	B) 	Maps of unfamiliar territory provide great pleasure
C) 	You should make an effort to revisit your childhood play areas
D) 	The further we went, the more certain I was we were lost
E) 	You seemed very excited at the prospect of the safari.




40. 	Before everyone was fully aware of the dangers, ………

A) 	the police have evacuated the area and called in the emergency services
B) 	nobody would have ignored the threats to their safety.
C) 	warnings must be posted where they can be clearly seen
D) 	it will be too late to prevent casualties from occurring
E) 	pollution had become a major threat to the environment.

41. 	She wondered, upon learning the decision, ……

A) 	that they hadn't informed her earlier
B) 	if all the factors will be taken into account
C)	what the board's criteria had been
D) 	how many times had he acted like this before E) 	to leave or try to find a new position




42-   	…………. , which has been designed to amuse children.

A)	Nicole took her six-year-old daughter to the museum of toys
B)	Every child should have an affectionate childminder
C)	They're showing cartoons on TV every morning
D)	Please try one of these new sweets
E)	Bob enjoys playing especially with one of his cousins



43. — 46. sorularda, verilen cümlenin hangi sorunun cevabı olduğunu bulunuz.

43-	Certainly, yes. His family has been missing him since he started the military service.
	
A)  	Do you have any predictions on who is to be permitted before the assigned time?
B)  	What would you say about whether Mr. Robson is entitled to be released much before?
C)  	What about Robert who has been urging us to leave so early?
D)  	Are you in favour of the fact that we really should approve his early leaving?
E)  	Would you mind if he stayed no more than a few hours?





44-	Well, I was 50 when I made up my mind to do that.

	A)	In which year were you when you took up bringing out old memoirs?
B)  	How did all these happen in your last fifties?
C)  	When exactly did you ever think over writing autobiography?
D)  	Don't you wonder your age to put all the old days into a book?
E)  	My first experience with machines took place in the early 1920's. What about you?

45- 	You know that I am a fastidious person, so I monitored every step.

A)  	Why didn't you need to examine how the construction continued?
B)  	Was it OK for the workmen to be visited by the 		owner of the building?
C)  	How did your personality features influence all 		the on-going construction?
D)  	What is the best procedure for you to ensure 		that everything is carefully done?
	E)  	How did you make sure your business was 			being conducted properly?







46- 	Of course. They believe there is five-to-ten year time for such electronic revolutions to occur.

A) 	How many years do scientists need for transforming the home-apparatus radically?
B)  	Has anyone made predictions about what precisely will happen?
C)  	Can you foresee which tool will be so 			widespread in the following decade?
D)  	When do you think mobile phones replace 			personal computers as the devices of choice?
E)  	Do your colleagues at university expect fundamental changes on the Internet?






47-50. sorularda verilen İngilizce cümlenin Türkçe dengini bulunuz.

47-	Helping with your child's homework should never mean your doing the entire work for him.

A) 	Çocuğunuzun ev ödevine yardım edebilirsiniz ancak bu, ödevin tamamını yapmak biçiminde olmamalıdır.
B) 	Çocuğunuzun ev ödevine yardım etmeye çalışırken ödevin tamamını yapmak durumunda kala bilirsiniz.
C) 	Çocuğunuzun ev ödevine yardım etmek onun bütün ödevini sizin yapmanız anlamına gelmemelidir.
D) 	Çocuğun bütün ödevini yapmak yerine belli konularda ona yardımcı olmak gerekir.
E) 	Anlamakta zorlandığı konularda çocuğunuzun ev ödevine yardım edin ama asla ödevinin tamamını siz yapmayın.

48- 	Being too eager for success can produce an a	diverse effect.

A) 	Başarıyı yakalayabilmek için onu çok istemek gerekir.
B) 	Aşırı bir şekilde çalışmadan başarı elde edilemez.
C) 	Başarıyı çok istemek onu elde etmek için yeterli olmayabilir.
D) 	Başarı için aşırı istekli olmak ters bir etki yaratabilir.
E) 	Aşırı hırslı olmak başarıyı olumsuz yönde etkileyebilir.



49- 	Observation has shown that teachers talk for at least half of a lesson.

A) 	Araştırmalara göre, öğretmenlerin en az yarısı derste çok fazla konuşmaktadır.
B)	Gözlemler, bir dersin en az yarısında öğretmenlerin konuştuğunu göstermiştir.
C) 	Öğretmenler, dersin yarısını gözlem yaparak, diğer yarısını da konuşarak geçirmektedirler.
D) 	Yapılan gözlemler, öğretmenlerin konuşmasının bir dersin neredeyse yarısını kapladığını göstermiştir.
E) 	Konuşma yapan öğretmenlerden en az yarısı, derslerdeki gözlemlerini anlattı.



50- 	What seems like mental fatigue is often merely boredom.

A)	Zihin yorgunluğu gibi görünen şey çoğu zaman sadece can sıkıntısıdır.
	B) 	Genellikle can sıkıntısı zihin yorgunluğunun artmasına neden olmaktadır.
C) 	Zihin yorgunluğu zannettiğimiz şey aslında can sıkıntısı olabilir
D) 	Can sıkıntısı dışında nelerin zihin yorgunluğuna yol açtığı kesin olarak bilinmemektedir.
E) 	Sadece can sıkıntısı değil, sevdiğimiz şeyler de zihin yorgunluğu yaratmaktadır.



51.-54. sorularda, verilen Türkçe cümlenin İngilizce dengini bulunuz.

51-	Herhangi bir olaya karşı yaklaşımınız tarafsız değilse, sağlıklı kararlar alamazsınız.

A) 	If you can't approach any matter objectively, the decisions you take won't be sound.
B) 	For sound decisions, objectivity plays an important part on a person's approach to any matter.
C) 	Only if you deal with a case impartially can you take sound decisions.
D) 	As you haven't been impartial in the case, your decision is not at all a sound one.
E) 	You can't take sound decisions if your approach to any matter is not impartial.



52- 	Ne yazık ki insanlar, her zaman yetenekleri doğrultusunda iş bulamayabiliyorlar.

A) 	It is unfortunate that people always fail to find jobs on the basis of their abilities.
B) 	It is usually unfortunate people who are not given jobs according to their qualifications.
C) 	Some people are not always fortunate enough to find jobs which suit their capacities.
D) 	Unfortunately, people are not always able to find jobs in accordance with their capabilities.
E) 	Talented people can sometimes be too unfortunate to get jobs in line with their abilities.



53- 	Konuşurken ya da yazarken, hata yapma riskini azaltmak için çok uzun cümleler kullanmaktan kaçınınız.

A) 	In order not to make any mistakes while speaking or writing you mustn't build very long sentences.
B) 	Using very long sentences in speaking or writing causes the risk of making many mistakes.
C) 	When speaking or writing, avoid using very long sentences so as to reduce the risk of making mistakes
D) 	If you try not to make very long sentences while speaking or writing, you can reduce the number of your mistakes.
E) 	The benefit of building very long sentences in speaking or writing is that it reduces the risk of making mistakes.



54- 	Hepimiz onun, sınavdan çok daha yüksek bir puan alacağını umuyorduk.

A)	 We all expected her to get a much higher grade in the exam.
B) 	The grade she received in the exam was not as high as we'd expected.
C) 	We all hoped that she'd get a rather high mark in the exam.
D) 	We had all expected her to receive a much higher grade than the one she did.
E) 	All of us were hoping that she would have a better mark than we expected.
55-57. soruları , verilen parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

Although there are designs that have come in for a good deal of abuse, the modern furniture design is both simple and efficient. It aims at relating methods of construction to real needs. In Victorian times, however, design got out of touch with life. Needless ornamentation made us forge: what furniture was really for. Modern design has stripped away all that is inessential. Its purpose is not to astonish, but to provide us with what is pleasing and useful. A piece of really fine modern furniture should never be seen in isolation, but as part of a setting. Only then can we judge its shape, colour, and utility.




55.	According to the writer, good quality modern furniture ………

A) 	cannot be judged by its shape and colour
B) 	has a lot of inessential ornamentation.
C) 	amazes us because it is both pleasing and useful
D)	has never been abused because of its design
E) 	can only be properly appreciated when it is placed in context







56. 	According to the passage, some modern furniture ………

	A)	is constructed in the same way as Victorian.
B) 	only looks good when it’s on its own. 
C)	has received negative criticism
D) is not in touch with the needs of today 
E) is too ornamental to be useful





57. 	The writer states that Victorian furniture design …….

A) 	was decorated to a degree which distracted from its use
B) 	was appreciated for its efficiency and simplicity C) 	was rarely useful and never pleasing.
D) 	was ornamented in a way which was very pleasant.
E) 	never included anything but the most essential features

58-60. soruları , verilen parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

Many people who commit suicide shoot themselves, usually with a handgun. Other common methods, in decreasing order of frequency, include drug overdose, primarily drugs prescribed by physicians, cutting and stabbing, jumping from high places, inhaling poisonous gas, hanging, and drowning. Experts believe that suicide statistics are grimmer than reported. They contend that numerous suicides are categorised as accidents, so as to spare families.



58.	We can conclude from the passage that .......... .

A) 	the commonest way of committing suicide !s drug overdose
B)	drowning is the least common way of committing suicide
C)	 jumping from high places is used less frequently than inhaling poisonous gas
D) 	non-prescription drugs are commonly used for committing suicide
E) 	in committing suicide, drug overdose ranks higher than shooting






59. 	We can infer from the statement in the passage that ………..

A) experts blame the increase in the suicide rate on 
		families
B)	gun ownership should be strictly controlled
C) 	physicians should be careful as to which medicine to prescribe
D)	death in an accident is preferable for the families than by suicide
E) 	committing suicide is decreasing nowadays.






60. 	According to experts, ................... .

A) 	the rate of suicide is not as high as reported in the statistics
B)	accidents are sometimes counted as suicides 
C) 	families play an important part in the increase in the suicide rate
D) 	the suicide rate has reached a serious extent
E)	suicide statistics do not reflect the actual rate

61-63. soruları, verilen parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

Unless you loathe the place you're leaving, packing to go is nothing but an entirely unpleasant experience. There is never, on any occasion, enough time. The whole operation is at first wisely and efficiently planned, with careful attention to detail. Several days in advance the first steps are taken. 
Old letters are read again and many are laid aside for destruction. Letters with the new address are written to friends. You and yourself struggling with something till the last minute, but still feel as if you should be doing more. But how really enjoyable is the unpacking to stay that follows! For there is now limitless time in which to make a new and delightful home.




61.	The writer states that planning your move well in advance ............... .

A)	 gives you plenty of time to enjoy reading your old letters again.
B) 	means that the whole operation can be carried out efficiently
C) 	doesn't prevent you from having last-minute work to do
D)	is advisable if you have a lot of friends requiring your change of address.
E) 	turns an unpleasant experience into an enjoyable one




62. 	The writer finds unpacking enjoyable because ........

A) 	his new house is more delightful than the old. 
B) 	he has at last thrown out all his old letters
C) 	he loathed the house he left 
D) 	time is not restricted
E) 	it shows the struggle involved in packing efficiently was worthwhile



63. 	According to the writer, packing to move....... .

A) 	can only be efficiently handled if enough time is taken
B) 	should not be left to the last minute 
C)	has to be done step by step
D) 	must not be started before letters advising the change of address have been sent
E) 	can only be pleasant if you hate your old house.


64-66. soruları, verilen parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

At Columbia University, a survey was made of hundreds of promising young men between the ages of 20 and 31 to determine if it is best to remain with one concern for a long time and work up, or change jobs as better opportunities present themselves. The conclusion is that there is no support for the popular idea that the young man who remains with a given firm will outdistance the one who changes more frequently. And a wide-scale study at the University of Kansas showed that men who have achieved top ranking in their fields tended to keep shifting jobs until they found positions which offered maximum opportunity.



64.	The aim of the survey was ................ .

A) 	to give vocational guidance to the youths in the group
B) 	to determine the effects of changing jobs between the ages of 20 and 31
C) 	to reach a conclusion which will support the popular idea mentioned in the passage
D)	to find out whether persisting in one job or trying different ones is more beneficial
E) 	to create better occupational opportunities for promising young people



65. 	A commonly held opinion is that ............... .

A) 	a person should only change his job if he encounters a better opportunity
B) 	staying in the same job will bring more success than shifting jobs
C) 	people should stop trying different jobs after the age of 31
D) 	for the sake of better employment, young people can go to distant places
E) 	without support, youths cannot advance in their jobs



66. 	The result of the study at the University of Kansas ………

A) 	contradicted the general notion in society
B) 	was the opposite of the survey conducted at Colombia University
C) 	confirmed the popular idea that remaining with the same job is better
D) 	showed that those with top positions in their jobs had reached them through hard work
E) 	indicated that it was not possible to attain a top position without changing jobs
67-69. soruları, verilen parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

When, in addition to wool and linen, cotton and silk became available for making textiles, the organisation of the supply of raw material became more intricate, for cotton and silk were imported from distant countries. The new materials required ocean-sailing ships for their transport, ports and
docks, agents in foreign countries and elaborate methods of payment both for the material and the finished goods. Never before had such large quantities of raw material been imported for manufacture in this county and never before had British exports been so valuable. This set the pattern for the present society which is largely dependent on materials brought from abroad.



67.	British exports became more valuable ............ . 

A) 	as there was a great demand for cotton and silk 
B)	in distant countries which did not have supplies of raw materials
C) 	when the manufacture of textiles became more intricate
D) 	due to the work of agents overseas
	E) 	because of the increase in imports of raw materials





68. 	It is implied in the passage that ............... .

A)	the textiles industry in Britain was unsuccessful before the introduction of silk and cotton
B) 	British exports had no value at all before raw materials were imported
C)	wool and linen came from sources closer to Britain than silk and cotton did
D) 	all British textiles today are imported
E) 	Britain, today, is unable to produce any raw materials domestically





69. 	Today, the British economy .................... .

A) 	makes more from exports than from the domestic market
B)	relies mainly on imported materials 
C) 	has a booming textiles industry
D) 	produces high-quality, valuable finished goods E) 	is centred around the industries involved in 
	manufacturing

70-72. soruları, verilen parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

The story of the biological relationship between man and micro-organisms is one of evolution. Although there is fossilised evidence of the existence of bacteria thousands of years ago, we know that mutation of strains of bacteria has occurred and
altered their properties. Even in the last hundred years the bacterium which made scarlet fever, a deadly disease in the 19th  century has ceased to be an organism of high strength. However, nowadays the viruses are much more active and of far greater significance than formerly, as the widespread use of antibiotics has resulted in some strains of organisms developing a resistance to the antibiotics. 





70.	The scarlet fever bacterium ................ .

A) 	has lost its strength since the last century
B) 	only evolved on earth in the nineteenth century 
C) 	was eliminated with the use of antibiotics
D) 	has become more deadly during the last hundred years
E) 	caused more deaths than any other in the 19th  century.





71. 	The use of antibiotics ............... 

A) 	has widely reduced the number of deadly bacteria
B) 	has increased the problem of viruses.
C) 	was first developed in order to stop the spread of scarlet fever
D)	 has significantly helped the fight against viruses
E) 	enables man to resist all kinds of bacteria





72. 	Bacteria .................. .

A)	have remained unchanged for millennia
B) 	are no longer resistant to antibiotics
C) 	started to evolve when man was fırst on earth 
D) 	have been on earth for thousands of years
E) 	mutate every thousand years



73-75. soruları, verilen parçaya göre cevaplayınız.

Nobody eats as much Pacific salmon as the Japanese, who consume the fish raw, pickled, baked, salted, fried, souped, pasted, and smoked. They eat salmon livers, and salmon skulls, and they process the fish into burgers and sausage. They eat 300,000 tons of the fish each year, a third of the world's total catch. The centre of it all is Tokyo's Tsukiji fish market, the largest on earth. Long before sunrise, the market is buzzing. Hundreds of men and women rush around between stalls, shout orders at one another, slice fish, work the telephones, and Joke under bright strings of lights that shine on acres of iced-down fish steaks, shark fillets, and thick red slabs of tuna stacked like wood. The concrete floors are newly washed and swept. The whole place smells fresh, like the sea.



73.	It is clear from the passage that ______.                 

A) Pacific salmon are most commonly found in 
	Japanese waters
B) Tokyo's Tsukiji fish market is close to the sea
C) the Japanese prepare Pacific salmon in a variety 
	of ways
D) the only fish eaten in Japan is the Pacific salmon
E) the Japanese don't eat meat




74.	In Tokyo's Tsukiji fish market, ______.            

A)	only Pacific salmon are sold
B)	salmon are processed into burgers and sausage
C)	over 300,000 tons of fish are sold every year
D)	only frozen fish are available
E)	work starts very early in the morning






75.	It is stated in the passage that   ______.                  

A) the Japanese consume three times as many fish 
	as the rest of the world
B) the Japanese eat more Pacific salmon than any 
	other nation 
C) fishing is Japan's biggest industry
D) the only fish market in Japan is Tokyo's Tsukiji
E) Tokyo's Tsukiji fish market sells a third of the 
	world's total catch of fish
 


76-80. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en yakın olan seçeneği bulunuz.

76.	There are still a few mysterious points about how the Mayor died.

A) 	The Mayor died in mysterious circumstances. B) 	The death of the Mayor has had a strange 
		effect.
C) 	There is something very strange about how the Mayor died.
D) 	The killing of the Mayor seems to have been pointless.
E) 	The death of the Mayor hasn’t yet been fully explained.








77. 	For me, relaxation is a change of activity rather than a slump into inaction.

A) 	I regard rest not as a decline into idleness but as being engaged in another activity.
B) 	I can only relax by doing something interesting instead of just not doing anything.
C) 	A change of activity is as relaxing for me as having a rest without doing anything.
D) 	I prefer complete inaction to an alternative activity in order to rest.
E) 	I'd rather slump into idleness than do something different when I need to relax.









78. 	She deeply regrets not having accepted the job with the travel agency.

A) 	She is really sorry that the travel agency didn't accept her for the position.
B) 	The travel agency apologised for being unable to appoint her to the post she'd applied for.
C) 	Regretfully, the travel agency hasn't offered her the post she wanted.
D)	She really wishes she hadn't turned down the job offer from the travel agency.
E) 	Looking back on it, she realises she shouldn't have taken the travel agency job.


79. 	Comparatively few people are able to use either hand with equal facility.

A) 	It is relatively easy for some people to employ both hands equally.
B) 	Many people find using either hand equally facilitating.
C) 	A great majority of people cannot use both hands with the same ease.
D) 	For many people, it is equally as easy to use either hand.
E) 	There are few comparisons between the abilities of left and right-handed people.







80. 	There is no greater guide to success than the lessons taught by our own mistakes.

A) 	There are certain lessons in the lives of all people which only failures can teach.
B) 	The lessons we take from our failures play the most important part in leading us to achievement.
C) 	Failure teaches us what we don't know and what we need to know about how to achieve success.
D) 	No one can attain success without making any mistakes.
E) 	The most important lesson failure can teach us is not to make the same mistake again.




81-85. sorularda, parçada boş bırakılan yere uygun düşen ifadeyi bulunuz.

81.	A vast number of patients who haunt doctors offices fail to find relief, no matter what treatment is given them. ………… . Some feel weak, some have pains in the legs, shoulders, back. Some are nervous, depressed. But with them all the principal theme remains the same. All are inexpressibly, unrelievedly tired.

A) 	So they eventually blame the doctor for being inefficient
B)	They suffer from many and varied symptoms
C) 	More often than not, in these cases, the problem is more psychological than physical
D) 	This is why they end up being referred to specialist after specialist
E) 	Insomnia brings on different side-effects in different people
82.	However hard a dentist tries to make his waiting-room look pleasant, It always has an atmosphere of its own.
		There is that odd smell that reminds you of a hospital. A small table in the centre is covered with very old and torn magazine; the curtains are faded, and the armchairs have a hollow, sunken look about them. ………… : There were dusty pictures on the wall and the tattered magazines on the table looked a great pile of wastepaper.
	
	A) 	But the worst part of all is the sound of the drill,
	warning of fillings to come
	B) 	Some dentists attempt to brighten up the place
	with plants and pictures on the wall
	C) 	The waiting-room I was shown into the other day was no exception
	D) 	It seems as if all dentists have been trained to
		choose the same furniture
	E) 	They carry the reminders of all those patients
		who came before you


















83.		………… ; they consult them only when they are obliged to do so. For others, they are a source of infinite delight. The real map-lover is transported beyond his own room into countryside he knows well, cities he has visited, or distant places he has read about but never seen. He holds the world in his hands, and his imagination leads him everywhere.
	
		A) 	Maps are essential companions for people in all
		walks of life
		B) 	Some people have an inbuilt sense of direction
		which can guide them anywhere
		C) 	People who have no opportunity to travel can
		make their journeys through external sources
	D) 	When returning home, we often feel the need to
		relive our travels
		E) 	For some people, atlases are nothing more 
			than useful books of reference.

84. 	………… , but in the South some eight or ten varieties of penguins still represent that curious type of life which possesses the form of a bird without powers of flight, and their characteristics are so unusual that whole books have been written about them.

A) 	With the extinction of the northern sea bird there are no longer any non-flying birds in the Northern hemisphere
B) 	There is one species of bird in particular which draws our attention and gives us amusement
C) 	Clumsy on the land, but sleek and graceful in the sea can describe only one bird
D) 	Waddling around like a little old man in a formal dinner-suit is the popular bird, the penguin
E) 	The penguin, with its webbed feet and wings adapted for swimming, is one of the clearest indications of evolution
	

















85. 	I was not more than thirteen years old at the time, certainly, but I remember the moment as if it were yesterday. I had just taken my place in class, when I noticed a small shining coin a few feet away from my desk. ………… , for it was a far thing and almost completely worthless. 
	But its newness attracted me. As the teacher was talking to us, I pretended to drop a pencil 	and bent over. From that moment, the coin was mine.

	A) 	I looked carefully round to see if anyone else
		had noticed or laid claim to it.
		B) 	It was slightly under the chair of my neighbour
		and I wondered if it was his
	C) 	I immediately set to thinking how I could retrieve it without being noticed.
	D) 	I'm sure it was not the desire for gain which prompted me to stoop and pick it up
	E) 	Never having had any real money of my own, I knew I had to have it
	

86-90. sorularda verilen durumda söylenebilecek sözü bulunuz.

86. 	You have recently had a large, successful and expensive party and your friend took photos of it. When you see them, however, you are both disappointed at how they've turned out, and you say:

A) 	Oh no, everyone looks as though they're really fed up in this one.
B) 	They're all so dark that you can't tell what's going on.
C) 	It’s good that everyone is looking at the camera in some of them,
D) 	I'm afraid I can't afford to have them enlarged right now.
E) 	It's surprising what such a small camera is capable of.





87. 	You and your friend are going on holiday together and are trying to decide what to do. You want to go camping but your friend isn't so keen, so, trying to convince her, you say:

A) 	But do you really think campsites have many advantages over hotels?
B) 	Well, I really think this is the best idea, so I’ll go and book it tomorrow.
C) 	I've never done it before, but there probably wouldn’t be too many problems.
D)	It's much more independent, you know, and the  facilities are generally excellent.
E)	Well, I think you'd really enjoy camping, but is there anything you'd rather do instead?





88. 	You are trying to buy two of the few remaining tickets for a pop concert, but you've forgotten your wallet. You're afraid that someone else will come along and buy them, so you say to the assistant:

A) 	But if you don't give me the tickets you’ll just sell them to some other persons.
B) 	Could you lend me the money, and I’ll pay you back tomorrow?
C) 	I haven't got enough money right now, so I'll come back in a couple of days.
D) 	Well, if you can't help me, I'll have to try to buy them somewhere else.
E)	Can you reserve them for me and I’ll bring the money in half an hour?
89. 	You come home one evening absolutely exhausted and collapse into a chair. Then the doorbell rings. It could be important but you're just so tired, so you call to your friend upstairs and say:

A) 	Could you do me a favour and see who's there?
B) 	Who's that ringing the doorbell so loudly?
C) 	Oh do come in, I was hoping you would call round.
D) 	Don't come down. I’ll answer it in a couple of minutes.
E) 	Oh just leave it I'm really tired, and they can always come back tomorrow.








90. 	Your daughter, Sara, has gone round to her friend’s house for the evening, but it’s now getting late and you're starting to worry that she's not back yet, so you ring the friend's mum and say:

A) 	You haven't seen Sara recently, have you? 
B) 	Why haven't you come home yet? We've been worried sick.
C) 	It's really a bit dangerous for young girls to walk home by themselves.
D) 	Is Sara still there, or has she already set off for home?
E) 	You know, Sara's old enough to look after herself.





91-95. sorularda, karşılıklı konuşmada boş bırakılan bölümde söylenmiş olabilecek sözü bulunuz.

91.	Benjamin: I hope you haven't forgotten it’s 
			    Susan's birthday today. 
	Shirley	:  --------.
	Benjamin: Yes, hurry though- the shops close 
			  so on.

A) 	I had, actually. I'd better go and buy a card.
B) 	No, Diana's just gone to buy a card from both of us.
C) 	Is it? I'll buy her a card this afternoon, then.
D) 	Oh not. And I'm really busy! Would you mind buying her a card for me?
E) 	I had! What shall I do? I haven't enough time to get her anything.

92. 	Gwen	: Are you looking for someone to share 
			  your flat? 
	Nick 	: Yes, why? Do you know someone?
	Gwen	: ------.
	Nick	: Oh right, I'll give him a ring, then.
A) Sort of, but I'm not sure you'd really get on. 
B) No, my brother just told me, that's all.
C) Yes, but he's on holiday at the moment.
D) I think Susan is looking for somewhere for her 
	niece.
E) Well, I heard that Chris needs a new place to 
	stay.










93. 	Gail 	: How can Angelo spend so much 
			  money on clothes?
	Andrea :------.
	Gail 	: Oh, yes I suppose that would be 
			  important for her.

A) 	Be fair- it’s her money and she works really hard  to earn it.
B)	Well, she needs to look smart to impress her clients.
C) 	I don't know. I think she's getting obsessed about t.
D) 	Don't forget, she never eats out or takes foreign holidays.
E) 	Oh, you know how good she is at bargaining.










94. 	Jasmine : Have you tried this fruit tart? 
	Tina	: -----.
	Jasmine: That’s a shame. Try this cake instead 
			  then. It’s chocolate.

A) 	Oh, I couldn’t. I'm completely full.
B) 	I'd love to but I'm trying to lose weight.
C) 	I've had all the sweets here on previous occasions.
D)	No, unfortunately I'm allergic to strawberries.
E) 	I'm afraid I don't really care for sweet things.


95. 	Margaret : Branda's lost loads of weight 
			recently, hasn't she?
	Edwina 	: -----.
	Margaret : Well, we'd better try and warn her 
			about it, then.

A) 	Yes, she's going to need clothes in a smaller size soon.
B) 	Yes, but she's not eating properly. it’s really unhealthy.
C) 	Yes, I've never seen her so slim. I'm really jealous!
D) 	Yes, although she still eats biscuits occasionally.
E) 	Yes, I heard she goes swimming every day.







96-100. sorularda, anlam bakımından parçaya uymayan cümleyi bulunuz.

96.		(I) 	Good health requires us to maintain an extraordinarily steady level of blood glucose at all times. (II) However, a severe build -up of glucose in the blood rapidly, runs the body through a course of weakness, fatigue, coma or even death. 
(III) And it is one of nature's miracles that we are
able to do just that. (IV) The reason we can is that 
we don't eat glucose itself. (V) Instead, we eat 
complex sugars, which are simplified through 
digestion until they reach the small intestine, where 
they are steadily fed to the blood stream.

A) I	        B) II              C) III              D) IV                E) V
	









97. 	(I) These days, hand-crafted	objects are both
	expensive and hard to come by. (II) In earlier days a handicraftsman, the typical labourer, received a certain satisfaction from the work he did. 	(III) His affords were mostly to his own immediate 
	advantage. (IV) He saw the fruits of his work in the complete object he produced. (V) And, furthermore, the making of this object often entailed calls upon his adaptability or inventiveness to overcome the difficulties which arose.

A) I	        B) II              C) III              D) IV                E) V
98. 	(I) There is no doubt that a common language used
	throughout the world would do much to bring 
	countries closer together. 	(II) Therefore the fear of foreign influence and domination rules out the universal acceptance of any of the existing major languages. (III) Though it is becoming increasingly easy to move from place to place, our inability to communicate with each other gives rise to numerous misunderstandings. (IV) This makes real contact between people of different nationalities impossible. (V) Many attempts have been made to overcome this problem, but they have all failed.

A) I	        B) II              C) III              D) IV                E) V








99.	(I) Hardly a little boy is to be found who does not 
	collect something; marbles, stamps, coins, cheese 
labels or birds eggs. (II) He isn't concerned so much with the quality of the things he gathers as with the number. (III) He will proudly tell you he has 876 stamps and go on counting and re-counting them. (IV) By collecting things, man can give free rein to his inherent greed. 	(V) With his friends, he engages in a primitive kind of bartering and drives hard bargains, such as two match-boxes equal four stamps.

A) I	        B) II              C) III              D) IV                E) V











100. 	(I) Mountain cycling is a new sport which is quickly
	spreading following the immense popularity of 
mountain bikes. (II) This popularity means that mountain bikes are rapidly becoming unaffordable. 
	(III) These bicycles are more solid and resistant 
than  the traditional kind. (IV) You can climb up hills, ride across meadows and up mountain paths on a mountain bike, without feeling tired. (V) And if you’re really adventurous, you can take part in the mountain cycling championships in various European countries.

A) I	        B) II              C) III              D) IV                E) V
	

